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the solutions in this book use advanced html and css techniques to create
some clever web sites. using these techniques, you will be able to create
web pages that include: smooth and neat design splash pages
internationalization hypermedia you will learn to use a variety of
techniques to add new elements to a web page and to make web pages
more interactive. these techniques include: object-oriented css cascading
style sheets, or css ajax data structures javascript html5 whether you are
writing your first or 100th e-mail program, its a great idea to have some
basic knowledge of html and css. the solutions in this book are friendly and
are written in a way that makes it easy for you to understand. the
examples, illustrations, and explanations are aimed at helping you grasp
the concepts quickly and easily. this book is intended for people who are
familiar with html and css and want to learn more. whether you are
planning to design a new web site, add an enhancement to an existing site,
or are just curious about the web, this book will get you up and running
quickly. and because the examples in this book are created with html and
css, you will gain a real sense of how html and css are combined to produce
a finished web page. most of the examples use scripts, buttons, form
elements, and other html and css features. you also learn a lot about the
dom. the dom can enable you to program and manipulate web pages in a
new and dynamic way. the dom lets you change the html and css code
without having to manually edit the document. instead, you can manipulate
it by writing javascript, which is a scripting language that runs on the web.
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